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Founded by 
Carol Schwartz AO,

Women’s Leadership Institute Australia is focused on growing the critical mass of diverse women leaders – because we’re firm believers that shared power and decision-making between men and women leads to better outcomes for all Australians.




















Levers for change



We see politics, media, policymaking and capital as pivotal engines for propelling gender equality forward. So, we focus on high-impact investments, strategic partnerships and groundbreaking research in these four influential spheres.













 





Politics 


Politics shapes our nation’s future. We support women into public office at all levels – we’re part of changing the face of politics. 























 





Policy & Advocacy 


We invest in excellent, pragmatic ideas and research for tackling ongoing systemic gender imbalance. 


























 





Capital 


Capital isn’t just about financial resources; it’s about the power to create opportunities and shape industries. When women equally allocate capital, we will unlock the full potential and innovation of Australian ventures. 























 





Media 


Through research series, building the capacity of media organisations and our database of Australian women leaders, WLIA is elevating women’s voices and impact across the media landscape. 






















Resources & tools



Read, use, act. These resources are here to equip you to drive real progress in politics, policy, media, business and beyond.







Explore all resources







	

December 11, 2023

Q&A with Dr Anjalee de Silva




	

September 1, 2023

WLIA celebrates new Fellows, Dr Michelle Evans and Stacey Ong




	

September 1, 2023

Q&A with Prof Cordelia Fine
























Stay updated


Get purposeful content on women’s leadership & gender equity




Subscribe














Women’s Leadership Institute Australia acknowledges the Boon Wurrung and Wurundjeri peoples of the Kulin nation, the traditional custodians of the land on which we work, create and gather. We recognise their deep and enduring custodianship of Country, waterways, knowledge and stories.

We pay our respects to all First Peoples, their Elders past and present, and honour First Nations female leaders for maintaining cultural connection, and fighting for justice, structural change and healing.

We accept the generous invitation of the Uluru Statement from the Heart, to walk alongside First Nations in a movement of the Australian people for a better future.
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